The Climate
Change
Gardening
Resource Pack

About this pack

The aim of the Climate Friendly Gardeners Project has been to help the general
public, schools and community groups to garden in a changing climate. Since 2010,
we have been modelling good practice on our home site, Windmill Community
Gardens at Bobber’s Mill in Nottingham. We have trialled a wide variety of ideas and
techniques, and learned a lot of lessons ourselves along the way. In this pack we aim
to share our learning.
We would like to de-mystify some of the issues behind climate change, and to explain the
problems these pose for growing crops. We aim to show how gardeners can change the
way they work in order to deal with these problems whilst avoiding adding to climate
change gases and other pollution themselves. The techniques we look at are all low-tech,
because this ensures they are easily replicable, and also supports our philosophy of
working with simple, accessible methods rather than buying in complicated “green”
gadgets that take a lot of energy to manufacture and are expensive to buy. We also believe
that re-using is the best kind of recycling, so you will find a variety of ideas that make use of
reclaimed items that other people have thrown away.
We have also included an additional folder of "how to" and information guides on this datastick. These provide step-by-step guidance to help you try some of the ideas we've tried for
yourself in home, school or community garden.
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Climate change
What does it mean?

Climate change awareness is growing amongst
the public, but we still find many are confused
about it.

It’s becoming increasingly clear that the climate is
changing, but some parts of the media are still
trying to deny this and adding to confusion
amongst the public. Most coverage doesn’t really
explain the ideas scientists have about why it’s
happening, and tends to give mixed messages
about combatting it. With climate change
representing the biggest threat to our world, the
confusion isn’t helpful, so here is a quick summary
of the basic science.

How does it work?

Here is the basic model of how changing the
Earth’s atmosphere affects its temperature. Burning
fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural gas all add to
“greenhouse gases”. Greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere trap some of the heat from the sun
(radiation) that is reflected by the earth’s surface,
preventing it from escaping back into space. The
radiation which is trapped in the atmosphere acts
little like the air in a greenhouse, and this is what
keeps the earth at a liveable temperature. If we
didn’t have it, the heat from the sun would bake the
daylight side of the earth whilst the dark night side
cooled. But too much of a good thing can be a
problem. Adding extra greenhouse gases can
increase the effect causing global temperature rises
(it’s like double-glazing the greenhouse!).

So what do we know?

Official figures show that global average annual
temperatures have definitely gone up, and are rising
by about 0.2oC per decade. Most climate scientists
believe that the changes already recorded during
the latter half of the 20th century have been caused
by human activity. They think these changes might
have been happening for more than 250 years,
since the beginning of the industrial revolution,
which began in Britain, and the rest of Northern
Europe, during the mid-18th century.
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Does this matter?

As the climate heats up, this adds energy to the
weather systems. It can also change how these
systems are located over the earth.
Some of the predicted effects:
Warming, especially over land and in the Arctic.
Less snow cover, and ice sheets shrinking in the
Arctic and Antarctic changing weather systems
and sea currents.
A rise in sea level.
Heat waves and heavy rainfall becoming more
frequent, especially nearer the poles, and areas
around the tropics getting drier.
Stronger tropical storms with higher wind
speeds, causing more damage.

•
•
•
•
•

Where does the
confusion come from?

Despite the views of the majority, a small number
of climate scientists and other bodies argue that
climate change, though undeniably happening, is a
result of natural changes in climatic patterns and
the Sun’s energy and that we can do very little to
prevent it.

pollution. Frankly, it should be a win-win situation.
If climate change really is human-driven and we
stop driving it, we benefit from less flooding and
climate chaos and save money on energy use. If it
turns out that 97% of climate scientists are wrong,
but we've made the changes anyway, we will still
have cleaner and more efficient industry and less
wasteful use of resources, along with more areas of
preserved or improved wild land and less people
dying from pollution, extreme storms and droughts.

The arguments happen because the climate is so
complicated. This means that climate modeling is
very difficult. Any model is only as good as the
information that goes into it, so it cannot
produce a “fact”, and the climate has never
been “set” in one state with no changes. We can
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Climate change

Personal action points

Before we get to the gardening bits, here are
simple ways you can help to reduce the amount
of energy you use (and CO2 you produce) with
only slight adjustments to your daily habits.

1. Reduce, reuse, recycle

It’s probably a message you’ve heard a lot, but it’s
worth doing. By recycling half of an average
household’s waste, you save over 1000kg of carbon
dioxide every year. But it’s best to avoid creating
the waste in the first place. You can help to reduce
waste by choosing reusable products instead of
disposable ones. Buying products with less
packaging will help to reduce waste and is often
cheaper - compare the prices of “individual portion”
wrapped food vs bulk buying, or loose fruit and veg
compared to in a bag. If you don’t need large
amounts of food, see if you can share with friends
or neighbours to take advantage of less packaging
(and lower prices!).

2. Use less heat and
air conditioning

If you add insulation to your walls and attic, and if
you fit draft excluders around your doors and
windows, you can significantly reduce the amount
of energy and money you need to heat and/or cool
your home.
Fit a programmer if you don’t have one, to make
sure the heating is only on when you need it. By
setting your heating thermostat just 2 degrees lower
in Winter, you could save about almost 1000kg of
carbon dioxide each year, (and a lot of money), so
wear an extra jumper instead of turning the heating
up, or keep a blanket to snuggle under if you are
sitting watching TV.

3. Waste less on lights!

You have probably by now replaced your old light
bulbs with energy saving ones, but you can still
make more energy and cost savings if you change
6

6. Use less hot water
to LED bulbs. And remember – the quickest way to
save energy is to turn off lights – bulbs cope well
with being turned on and off nowadays, so flick the
switch if you are the last to leave a room, and start
saving straight away.

4. Drive less and drive smart

If you don’t drive, you are already helping reduce
carbon emissions. If you have to have a car for
work, you can still aim to drive less often. Car
sharing can quickly save you money as well as the
stress of driving every day, and if you try it, you may
find that it’s actually easier to use public transport
to get into the middle of town. If you use a bicycle
for some journeys, or walk more often, you’ll not
only save on petrol, but you’ll also be getting more
exercise, which can only be a good thing.
When you do drive, make sure your car is running
efficiently. If you keep your car tyres inflated to the
correct pressure you can reduce the consumption
of fuel by as much as 3%. For every litre of petrol
you save you’ll not only save money, but also help
prevent up to 10kg of carbon dioxide from being
released into the atmosphere, and don’t leave roof
racks on the car – they can increase drag, so you
use more fuel.

5. Buy energy-efficient products

When you consider buying a new car try to choose
one that offers good, and efficient, fuel
consumption. When you buy new home appliances,
like fridges and freezers, choose one of the more
energy-efficient models – look for an “A+” rating on
the efficiency label. You’ll save money quickly as
the worst models can use over 4 x the energy of the
most efficient ones, so it’s worth spending a bit
more to save later.

Set the thermostat or emersion heater in your hot
water system to 60°C to save energy, and wrap
your hot water tank with an insulating blanket if it’s
not already insulated. If it is, add more insulation,
especially if it is above the insulation in your attic.
Fit low-flow showerheads to save hot water and
about 160kg of carbon dioxide yearly (some water
companies give these away free – it’s worth asking).
Chose the 30°C cycle on your washing machine
because most modern fabrics don’t need an
especially hot wash anyway. This alone can save up
to 225kg of carbon dioxide every year, in most
households. If you have a dishwasher, use the
energy-saving settings and let the pots air-dry.

7. Turn things off
when they’re not in use

You can save electricity and reduce global warming
at the flick of a switch! Always turn off your
television, DVD/Blue ray player, music system and
computer when you're not using them, never
leave them on standby.
You should always turn off the tap while brushing
your teeth, shampooing the dog or washing your
car, and turn it back on again when you need it
for rinsing. You'll reduce your water bill and help
to conserve a vital resource.

8. Plant a tree

Start digging, if you
have a garden where
you could fit another
tree. Trees and other
plants help by
absorbing the carbon
dioxide produced by
traffic, industry and
other activities, and
what’s more they
release oxygen, so
each new tree planted will help to reduce
the amount of carbon dioxide released into
the atmosphere. A single tree will absorb
approximately 1000kg of carbon dioxide
during its lifetime.

9. Switch your energy tariff to
an environmentally friendly one

You could switch your current energy contracts to a
“green” energy tariff. Most utility companies offer
tariffs that provide energy which is more sustainably
generated, or you could switch to another supplier
who offers a better tariff. You may be surprised. At
the time of writing, some of the greenest generators
have the cheapest tariffs! Try this website for
recommendations;
https://www.ethicalconsumer.org/energy/shoppingguide/gas-electricity

10. Take the message to work!

Share information with friends and work colleagues.
For workplaces
https://www.british-assessment.co.uk/guides/hintsand-tips-on-creating-a-green-office/
For schools
https://www.eco-schools.org.uk
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What climate change
means for the UK
When people first began to talk about "Global
Warming", many seemed to think that this would
mean the UK just getting warmer.
In fact, we have had some extremely cold winters
in the last few years, and some disappointingly wet
summers, along with all kinds of odd weather in
between including a heat wave and a drought!
The problem here is that local weather and the
climate of the world are two very different things.
Our recent cold snaps happened whilst it was
unusually warm in other areas in the Northern
Hemisphere like the Arctic. And although Britain will
remember 2018 for the long hot summer, other
areas nearby will have a different memory of the
year. Continental Europe had some of its wettest
weather for many years with flooding in many areas!
Climate means the average weather – average rain,
snow, sunshine and average temperature. So even
if the warming of the climate continues, we will
continue to have a mix of weather. This is especially
true in the UK because our islands lie in a location
where 5 different air masses meet, rather than one
air mass dominating our weather for much of the
time.

Even so, it does seem that even our recent strange
mix of weather may be linked to climate change.
The recent cold winters and wet summers in the UK
seem likely to be due to the Arctic getting warmer.
More ice melt there has meant that weather
systems have moved further south than usual, so
we have had the cold and rain that would normally
have affected more northerly areas.

What other weather
impacts can we expect?

More extreme weather is a major prediction in a lot
of the climate models for the UK. This means that
wet weather will be wetter, dry weather drier, hot
weather hotter etc. It also means that when we get
rain or snowfall, more is likely to fall in single
events. Four of the five wettest years on record
have happened since the year 2000, and with
recent floods and Met Office reports that the
number of extremely wet days is going up, recent
weather seems to fit the model.
We’ve also got a trend towards longer growing
seasons (that is earlier arrival of Spring and longer,
warmer Autumns), but the recent pattern of extreme
cold snaps and damp or less sunny Summers has
meant that it’s difficult for a gardener to take
advantage of these. If Arctic ice continues to
reduce, the effect of the melting may continue to
provide the winter cold and extreme wet weather,
but it’s possible that eventually the reduction in ice
will have other effects.
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What other effects?

Humans
We’ve experienced more frequent and extreme
weather-related problems in recent years, and if
models are correct, this pattern will continue. The
most obvious problems are floods, freezes and
droughts. These all cost money, more if we aren’t
prepared for them. Although action by government
and local councils is needed to deal with these
problems, a lot of decisions we make ourselves
have an impact. For example – if lots of people
pave over their gardens, more water runs into the
drains, making flooding worse. We need to keep
these points in mind as climate friendly gardeners.
You’ll find plenty of ideas in the rest of the pack to
help you.
The natural world
The changing seasons have already been
seen to have an effect on wildlife, and
on plants and trees. The evidence comes
from Phenology - “nature’s calendar”.
Phenology is the study of natural cycles
in nature, like the arrival of particular migrating birds
in Spring, or when others leave in Autumn, or the
first sighting of specific flowering plants, or when
others produce seed or fruits. By recording this
each year and comparing the results to the weather
patterns you can work out if there is a link between
the two.
Luckily, these seasonal signs have interested
people for a long time, so we have data about first
and last sightings for nearly 300 years, as people
have noted these in their diaries. The Royal
Meteorological Society also organised people all
over the UK to look for arrival and departure of
different birds as well as plant and animal signs,
between 1875 and 1947.

appearing in November and December, or that
migrating birds like swallows are appearing earlier.
Lots of species either depend upon one another,
or are in natural competition with one another, and
normally this helps to keep the environment in
balance. If average annual temperatures continue to
be warmer, it could mean some species doing
better than their neighbours, which could change
the environment over time. For example, you might
have noticed that some tree species are tending to
get their leaves earlier than normal. If this
continues, it will give an advantage to those trees,
with knock-on effects for the
creatures that depend on
the trees for food, and the
birds and animals that feed
on them in turn. And earlier
doesn’t necessarily mean
better for wildlife, as they can
end up out of synchronisation
with their food sources. In
some places, we’ve seen
caterpillars develop earlier in
the year because warmer weather has encouraged
butterflies to emerge early and lay their eggs on
these early developing leaves. As a result, blue tits
struggled to feed their young because
the caterpillars were too large when the
chicks hatched. Larger numbers of chicks
than normal then failed to fledge because
of the lack of food.

Using the information and some of the work already
done by local communities, scientists have noticed
effects on wildlife which, they believe, are due to
climate change. You might have noticed, for
instance, that the leaves on some trees are
appearing earlier most years and some flowers,
which normally appear in Spring, have begun
9

Climate change in the UK
Personal action:

You’ll find lots of ideas in the rest of this guide
on things you can do, which will help you and
your local wildlife to cope with climate change in
the home and garden. There is more information
on the impacts in the UK here:

With rainfall likely to be heavier and to fall in more
extreme bursts, plants may be harmed due to
water-logging drowning their roots. Heavy rainfall
can also wash nutrients out of the soil and result in
poor quality soil, making it difficult for plants to
grow. If rainfall is very heavy, it may not have
chance to soak into the soil, and may instead run
off over the surface. This means that even during a
drought, a heavy rainstorm may not help plants,
and may actually dry them, as the run-off can pull
the soil away and expose the roots.

https://www.bto.org/science/latestresearch/climate-change-will-change-bird-communi
ties
One area where we can all help is to try Phenology
for ourselves. Because the natural calendar seems
to be changing, everyone is in a unique position to
help gather information that can help scientists to
track the changes. Just by keeping an eye out for
signs of the change from Winter to Spring, Spring
to Summer etc, you can also create a useful
resource for national records, for your local area, or
for local schools by gathering real-world data. This
builds up over the years to provide a very
interesting picture of the arrival time of each season
and allows you to look for trends and changes in
your own area.

www.naturescalendar.org.uk/
This wonderful site from the Woodland Trust helps
you to find out more about seasonal changes and
also to add to the national information bank.
www.rspb.org.uk/birdwatch/
This annual garden bird watch provides the RSPB
with valuable information about how our wild bird
population is coping.
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Water

Ever heard the expression ‘it never rains
but it pours’? As we explained in page 8, climate
change may be causing exactly that, with
extreme rainfall events likely to become more
common, alongside longer dry spells.

www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/oct/08/po
tential-impacts-climate-change-uk

You can simply use a calendar to note when you
first see different signs of seasonal change each
year, eg, when hawthorn blossoms or the first
swallows, but why not help national data gathering
as well? More information, and some excellent
resources on Phenology can be found here:

Coping with climate
change in the garden

https://www.rmets.org/resource/observing-weather
This Met Office site uses local weather observations
to add to weather station data so there is a fuller
picture of the accuracy of forecasts.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b007qgm3
This is the home of Springwatch, Autumnwatch and
Winterwatch, and has blogs to keep you informed
about what is happening in the natural world during
the year. It also links into research and news.

x
The Climate Friendly Gardeners Project has put a
lot of effort into thinking how we can cope with
these changes especially given the extreme
weather we have had during the project. Although
2011 was very dry, 2012 was so wet, it might make
you wonder if there is any point in saving water in
the garden. In fact, saving water is useful, even in
a wet year.

Very heavy rainfall
may run over the
surface of the land,
instead of soaking
into the soil. This is
especially true after
long dry spells
when the soil is
hard and dry

Environmental benefits
of water saving

•
•

Even in a wet year, any tap water you use in the
garden has had physical and chemical treatment
to make it safe to drink. If you use it for
watering, this is, in effect wasting the energy and
chemicals used in this process.
Where water is taken from rivers and lakes, there
can be stress on the ecosystem as water levels
fall during dry periods, and especially during
droughts.
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•

Where human activity has added lots of paving
and tarmac, water tends to run-off much more
quickly and this can mean that flooding happens
more often and that flood levels are higher.
Collecting rainwater is one way of helping
reduce the amount of run-off.

Other benefits

•
•

Growing vegetables in raised beds can also help
prevent damage to them. Raised beds will help to
prevent flooding during extreme rainfall events,
whilst the beds can help store up water like a
reservoir when it is dry, if they have enough
compost and leaf-mould in the soil.

One that most people will enjoy is the amount of
money that can be saved through saving water
in the garden. If you have a meter, then you can
make a big difference to your bills just by
collecting rainwater.
Don’t just think about using rainwater in the
garden. If you have house plants, they often
prefer rainwater, especially if you are in a hardwater area.

Things we’ve tried

One answer to extreme rainfall events and possible
drought conditions is to collect rainfall in water
butts. The new weather patterns mean that one
water butt is unlikely to be enough, so linking
several butts together is far better and will avoid the
overflow issues you can get with just one. This
means that the rainfall can be saved up from storms
and will last through dry periods, to keep plants
happy all year round.

Harvesting
composted
material from a
wood-chip path
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Using organic matter like compost and mulches in
the soil can help protect against extreme rainfall
events and drought. Organic matter will act as a
sponge during rainfall, saving water to be taken up
slowly by plant roots rather than water-logging
them. Organic matter also helps to hold water in the
soil and stop it from evaporating away during dry
conditions.
We also find special types of mulch are helpful for
individual plants. For example, water loving plants
like pumpkins and marrows can be helped along
the way with placing straw around the base of the
main stem. This provides airy shade, and stops the
sun drying out the base of the plant too quickly
between waterings. It also helps protect young fruit
from too much contact with moist soil which can
make them rot or die back.

Improving drainage in the garden can reduce
damage from heavy rain. Replacing hard footpaths
with surfaces that let water through can help reduce
flooding of crops. We have used woodchip for
many of our paths, as these allow water to drain
into the soil in a controlled way, and also provide a
moisture reservoir for the plants in the beds beside
them. It’s a win-win situation because the woodchip
can be used as a soil conditioner and mulch once it
has rotted down, when we dig it out into the beds
and replace it with a fresh layer of woodchip.
The way we encourage our plants to grow is
important too. A lot of this is related to how and
where the roots of the plants grow. Ideally, you want
roots to spread out and follow water down into the
soil. If you water a little and often, the roots will
tend to be shallow, because they will grow where
the water is. Our solution is to plant new seedlings
in slight dips or shallow trenches. This concentrates
any watering around the roots of the new plants at
the time when they need it most. We water deeply
for the first few weeks, checking that the water has
gone into the soil below the roots. This helps the
plant roots to grow further into the soil as the
13

water sinks in. It doesn’t mean we water more, as
we need to water less often, and for some beds,
we hardly water at all. We also use a rain gauge to
work out if we’ve had enough water to keep the
plants going, without watering them ourselves.

We also aim to save water in our polytunnel,
typically only watering it 2 or 3 times a week, even
in the hottest weather. Again, we manage this by
encouraging plants to root deeply. We use ringculture for plants like tomatoes. This means that,
when planting straight into the ground, we place a
large pot, with its base removed, over the young
tomato plant. We then carefully remove some of the
lowest leaves and back-fill the pot with soil and
compost to cover the bare stem of the plant.
Depending on the size of the plant, this might be
done over a few weeks. At the end of the process
you need to ensure that at least 5cm of the top of
the pot is unfilled to allow for easy watering. This
encourages the plant to make roots up the stem
within the pot, and also encourages the roots to
grow downwards because the pot directs water
to the base of the stem.

Another good trick to use in dry weather, when we
plant seeds which will be close to the surface of the
soil, is to mulch immediately. This prevents the top
layer of the soil from drying out before the seeds
germinate, without us having to water frequently.
We have successfully used a mulch of nettles on
our peas (which also puts off mice from eating the
seedlings) and planks placed over our parsnips and
carrots for the first 2 or 3 weeks after planting
seems to help more of them to sprout. Shade
netting is another option, and really useful for
Summer plantings.

Water saving ways from Windmill
that you can use at home
Personal action
1. Save your rain

If you decide to collect your own rainwater, you can
fit a diverter – a clever gadget that takes water from
your roof downpipe, but directs any overflow back
into the pipe. Most hardware stores sell them. It’s
also a good idea to have the largest barrel you can,
or several water-butts joined together because rain
is tending to fall in fewer, larger events. Your local
water company may have give-aways or offers to
make this more affordable.

2. Make and use compost

Using compost helps to keep water in the soil.
Compost helps to loosen clay soils, so water can
drain into the soil instead of running away. Compost
also sticks together dry sandy soils, helping to hold
water in the soil.

3. Choose the right plants

Choosing plants that are suited to dry weather
means plants won’t need watering as often. They
may be able to survive on rain water alone. For
example, Desiree potatoes are drought tolerant so
they can survive with less watering.

Around the tomato plants, we make sure that we
plant seeds of Mediterranean annual herbs like
basil, so that we can make a living mulch which
benefits from any spilled water, but also stops the
sun from baking the surface of the soil. To help with
watering, we place upside-down plastic bottles with
their tops and bases removed at the root of some
plants to act as funnels directing the water to where
it is needed. We also use plastic bottles to make
slow watering devices.
14
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x

If you must use a hose, get a trigger cut-off with a
pressure-reduction setting for it, so you can easily
place the water where it is needed. Also, try to only
water first thing in the morning or last thing at night,
so the water has chance to soak in rather than
being dried up by the sun whilst on the soil surface.
If you want to save time, run a length of weep-hose
along the middle of your bed. This can be run from
a water butt if the water in it is higher than your
bed. Just turn it on each day until your bed is damp
enough. It is possible to make a weep hose from an
old leaky hose, as long as you tape up the leaks
which are in the wrong place, and then make holes
at about 2cm spacing all the way along one side of
the hose. Make sure you pin this side down in your
beds, and cover it with mulch or soil.

A hosepipe ca
n use
550-1000 litr
es of water
an hour. An
average
person would
use
around 150
litres for all
their daily n
eeds.
evaporation. Or why not try a “living mulch”? Some
plants are slow growing, but if you leave space for
them to spread, the bare soil dries out. If you put in
faster growing shallow-rooted plants to fill the
spaces, like lettuce, the soil is kept covered and
doesn’t dry out and the roots don’t compete with
your larger plants. These faster growing plants can
be harvested and used when the slower growing
plants start to fill the space.

4. Don’t let the weeds get
the water

We try to weed our crops so the plants and
vegetables we want to grow don’t compete with
weeds for water. But leave some flowers at the
edges to encourage friendly insects.

5. Make the water work for you.

Shaping a water basin around a plant helps to trap
rainwater and directs it towards the plant. This is
also true for small plants, especially when they have
just gone in. Shaping the ground into a dip with the
plant at the centre will focus the water and make
sure the plant you want to water will get it.

6. Think before you hose!

Newly planted plants, which haven’t had time to
grow long roots into the soil, need watering more
often than plants which have got large root
systems, so it’s tempting to just put the hose over
them. However, a watering can is often more
efficient at directing the water to the exact place it
is needed. We mainly use watering cans as we are
taking water from water butts. But we also know
that hosepipes can be wasteful, and we don’t use
sprinklers because they are even worse; watering a
lot of areas that don’t need it and they can promote
leaf moulds.
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9. Know your water-status.

7. Fill the gaps before the
weeds do!

Using diamond spacing or staggered row planting
instead of straight row planting means a better use
of space. A diamond pattern leaves little room for
weeds and makes watering more efficient because
the roots of your plants will fill more of the soil.

8. Make more of mulch

Adding mulch as a top layer to moist soil stops the
soil from drying out by preventing water

Using a rain gauge allows us to measure how much
rain has fallen so we know how much extra our
plants need watering. Often gardeners have little
idea how much water is already in the soil, and just
water every day regardless. Measure the rainfall, so
you know how much to supplement it with. If you
do need to water,
it is better to
water more
deeply, but less
often, as this
encourages your
plants to make
deeper roots.
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A quick daily water will only wet the top layers of
the soil and encourage plants to root in the zone
that dries out fastest.
Some experts suggest watering deeply just once a
week, but we’ve had good results with much less
frequent watering than that.

10. Keep it green

We use green manure to cover soil on the allotment
if we are not ready to use the space yet for growing.
Green manure keeps the area free of weeds,
prevents bare soil from loosing nutrients and helps
to keep water in the soil.

Can you thin
k of any othe
r ways
we could sav
e water that
we aren’t
using yet?

Donut mulch
around an apple tree
18

We are alwa
ys happy to
get new idea
s, especially
if they don’t
cost much to
put into pract
ice or if
they re-use w
aste in
some way.
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Making the most
of climate change
A few years ago, all the gardening programmes
were talking about the potential benefits to the
gardener from climate change.

A shorter Winter could mean a longer growing
season for crops. Warmer average temperatures
could mean that crops could be grown further north
and a wider variety of foods may be grown,
allowing people to be more self sustaining from
their allotments. A longer growing season may also
make it easier to do more successional growing
with crops planted and harvested in little batches
over weeks or months, rather than all being
harvested at once. This could be useful in an
allotment, so food can be harvested for a greater
amount of time over the year, saving wastage.
Unfortunately there is another scenario in which
the UK gets less sunshine and cooler Summers.
Because the Arctic has warmed more than areas
closer to the equator, the amount of melt-water
seems to be making the sea cooler around the UK.
The warm ocean current that helps keep our
climate warmer than normal for our latitude during
winter also seems to be reducing in strength,
possibly for the same reason. This may mean that
we see more cold Winters and cooler, cloudy
Summers, as we get more weather that would be
typical of more northerly areas. And because we sit
in an area with very changeable weather, the result
is that it’s even more difficult to tell what specific
weather we are going to get, despite the obvious
gradual warming that’s happening.
In the last few years, we’ve had some weird
weather – the first Summer was so hot that a
drought was declared, then we had an incredibly
cold Winter, followed immediately by March
weather so hot and sunny that folk got sunburned,
and then by a Summer so cool and wet that all our
“drought tolerance” experiments were rained off.
After that, we had weather so warm in December
that butterflies thought it was Spring followed by a
massive cold snap, and a very late Spring which
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meant gardeners were struggling to be ready for
what turned out to be a fairly good Summer. I’m
writing this in March 2019, after last year with its
very cold Winter followed by a short Spring and a
hot Summer. We certainly can’t trust the weather to
fit a clear pattern at the moment.
Fortunately, we now expect the “odd weather”
scenario, so we garden with this in mind, trying to
grow a wide variety of different plants and growing
them in different ways so that at least some of them
were happy in any one year.

like a sponge and holds on to water, to help the
roots of the plants, as well as improving the soil
structure, making it easier for plants to grow good
roots. We also added rock dust to most beds. This
is the fine waste from basalt quarries, and helps
add minerals to poor soil or ground that has been
worked for a long time. It also helps soil bacteria to
release nutrients.
Some of the raised beds were just made from
builders bags, filled with soil, to show that
expensive wooden beds aren’t necessary, and
we also used a lot of other unusual planters (see
page 54 onwards for details).

What we have tried

See the Action section for details so you can try
these for yourself. Some of these techniques are
also looked at in the water section for their benefits
for water management.

Extra protection

Beds designed to work in the
wet or the dry

Our aim from the start was to use raised beds for
most of the gardens. This was because being
raised helps the beds to shed excess water, which
in turn helps the soil warm up more quickly in
spring to give a longer growing season. We also
wanted them to perform well if it was dry though,
so we added lots of compost to the beds. This acts

balconies, others, like our hugelkultur bed, need a
fairly large area to work properly. With all of them,
we tried to reuse and recycle materials, rather than
buying in anything expensive. They either use the
heat of the sun to warm up (like the bottle bed and
the tyre arc), or they warm up because of rotting
wood or compost (like the hugelkultur, keyhole and
hot beds).

Extra warm beds

We’ve used these beds to help get an early start for
crops like salads and also to help plants that like a
warmer climate to grow well outside. We’ve tried
quite a few different techniques. Some, like our
bottle beds, are suitable for small gardens or even

We try to warm the soil with plastic “tents” in some
beds, to help us get an early start to the year. It
pays to have wind-breaks, covers and cloches to
help extend the growing season in the Spring and in
the Autumn, especially if there is a sudden cold
snap after early warmth as we have had in the last 2
Winters. We also found that there were strong
winds in late Spring which were a problem for
putting out beans and pumpkin plants unless we
sheltered them. Fortunately, old tyres turned out to
be the perfect temporary shelter.

Mulches and green manures

As you will have noticed, we have made a lot of use
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of mulches – to help keep water in the soil so
we don’t need to water trees and plants as much in
Summer, and to protect the soil in Winter. Some of
the mulches are dead – composted bark, hay,
compost, leaf mould, twigs. Some are living – we
use shallow-rooted plants like lettuce for a quick
crop to fill in gaps in the space which other plants
will fill as they grow, and green manures to cover
the soil between crops.

Unusual crops

During the project, we got advice from Garden
Organic’s “Sowing New Seeds” project on unusual
crops from other countries that we could grow in
Nottingham. We also took advice from local
allotment-holders with knowledge from other
countries. We tried a number of different crops to
see which were worth growing or had benefits for
us. We also tried some drought-resistant varieties of
crops, though the weather sometimes made it hard
to assess how good these were! Have a look in the
action section to see which ones worked for us.
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Tyres used
to nurse young
pumpkin plants
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Personal action ideas

Growing Beds and Planters
Here’s a summary of the things we’ve tried in the allotment to help us grow in different weather conditions
and the benefits they have had.
Name of feature / technique

Bottle bed

Hugelkultur bed

Keyhole bed with
compost basket

Tyre arc

Dip planting
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Description
A small bed created by filling
dark-coloured bottles with water,
placing them in a circle and
filling the centre with compost,
having stabilised the bottles with
a belt of twine.
Uses waste wood and chippings
/ hedge clippings. Bed created
by excavating topsoil, filling the
resulting hole with some rotting
wood, dry wood and wood
chippings, and then watering
with urine before replacing
topsoil on the pile to create a
small mound.

Climate change benefits

Uses waste bottles.
The water in the bottles retains
heat, so keeps plants warmer
overnight in early and late
plantings, and in poor weather.
Well drained, so doesn’t get
water-logged in very wet weather.
Warmer in its early stages as the
rotting gets under way. Resulting
bed retains moisture well in dry
weather, warms faster than flat
ground and eventually rots to
very good, friable soil.

A bed made with a rough basket
of sticks in the centre filled with
compostable material. A
keyhole-shaped slot in the edge
of the bed gives access to the
basket to re-fill. Can use locally
available cuttings and logs /
stones or bottles for edging.

Compost adds moisture to the
bed in dry weather, and a small
amount of heat when it’s cool.
Worms, action in the compost
feeds the surrounding soil
reducing the need to add
fertilizer.

A structure made from tyres
piled like bricks in a wall that is
in an arc with its open side
orientated towards the South
and South East. Tyres can
represent a waste problem so
it’s good to use them.

Tyres warm quickly and throw
heat into the middle of the arc
onto heat-loving plants. Wall
protects from prevailing SW
winds and North and Easterly
cold winds. Helps with earlier
and later outdoor crops.
Shape causes water to be
directed to the roots of the plant,
so less water is wasted, and a
cone of damp soil forms under
the plant, encouraging deeper
and more drought-resistant
roots.

Planting new seedlings in a
depression in the ground or
creating a donut-shaped ring of
soil around the plant.

Name of feature / technique

Description
A bed which has a thick layer of
fresh manure and urine-soaked
straw at the bottom, with the soil
replaced on top.

Climate change benefits
Useful for Winter salads, early
crops under a large cloche and
can also be built inside the
polytunnel or greenhouse to
heat them instead of fossil fuels.

Using waste tyres piled on top
of each other to create a planter.

The tyres insulate and warm
quickly in the sun so this makes
a warm bed in Spring and keeps
plants growing longer in
Autumn.

Bottle cloche

Re-using a 5 litre water bottle as
an alternative to a glass cloche
to protect new seedlings
outside.

This is a reasonable alternative
to a glass cloche, though not
quite as effective at cold
protection.

Woodchip
heating pile

A pile of moist wood and hedge
chippings as large as you like
but try to make it at least 1/2m
high and 1m square. Makes use
of tree surgeon’s waste mulch
pile over the Winter. We stack
the chippings in tyres in the
polytunnel.

This will heat up, and the heat
can be used to create a warm
area, or to warm people in winter
(as it smells better than a
manure or compost pile). A
broad pipe with lidded ends
inserted into the pile can be
used to create a warming oven.

Tyre protection

Using waste tyres placed over
newly planted seedlings to
protect from strong winds and
create a warm microclimate as
they establish.

These help prevent crop loss
with the earlier plantings of
pumpkins through wind-related
leaf damage.

Hot bed
Tyre planters
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Unusual and exotic crops to try in your garden
Here is a summary of the different crops we grew and how they did. To find out more about how to grow
these crops, see the Sowing New Seeds website - www.gardenorganic.org.uk/sns-resources
Crop

Origin

Callaloo

Jamaica and
naturalized UK

Shark’s Fin
Melon

Vietnamese
Mustard

Fenugreek /
Methi
Coriander

Sarpo Mira
Potatoes
Radish Pods
Chick Peas
Yard Long
Beans

Horned
Cucumber
Chillis
Sweet Potato

China
Vietnam
India

Middle East

Result
This grew well outdoors in all Summer seasons, but local growers
prefer indoor grown as it is softer stemmed with larger leaves. The
red type also seems to do better outside, but isn’t liked as much as
the green by local growers.
These are very good, outside-grown savoury melons that keep for a
year or more. They did well in both wet and dry years, planted quite
late, with a short growing season.
This grew well but was found to be a bit hot for salad use in large
quantities, so we didn’t grow it again. It self-seeded readily.

This self-seeds in some parts of the allotment and grows well from
seed. It preferred the hotter weather, but did ok in the wet Summer
as well.
This has been successful in all Summer seasons, and did well in the
wet Summer. We don’t mind if it bolts, because the seeds are
brilliant for cooking and flavouring oils and vinegars.

Americas

Blight-resistant potatoes. Ironically the year we grew them, blight
wasn’t a problem! They grew well, and no-one commented on the
taste, although some write-ups suggest it is a bit earthy. They didn’t
seem to suffer as much slug damage as some other varieties.

Worldwide

Radish often goes to seed in hot weather but we found that this
was beneficial as the young pods taste equally good, if not better
than the roots. The crop is also much larger, as one radish
produces up to 20 pods.

Sweet Potato

Coriander

These did well in all Summer seasons and produced delicious peas
Mediterranean / to eat fresh from the pod. We used seeds from a supermarket batch
Asia / Middle that grew very well, so the crop was very cheap to grow. The crop
East
needed little or no extra water and did well in the drought year.
Africa, Asia,
Americas

We tried these in the polytunnel, but they didn’t thrive or produce
any crop. We think our tunnel may not be warm enough at the
edge, and we’ll try again when the central bed goes in.

Zimbabwe

These grew very well in the polytunnel, though fruits fell off before
they were ripe. They can still be eaten unripe as a cucumber.
Ripening off the plant was problematic and most rotted before
going yellow.

Americas

We’ve grown a variety of chillis successfully, including a low-heat
variety. All plants seem to do best if allowed to over-winter in a
frost-free place than if grown from seed each year find out how to
do that here: www.thechilliking.com/growing/over-wintering

Americas

It’s necessary to buy specially-bred varieties that cope with nontropical day/night length. These do best in the polytunnel, but still
didn’t produce large crops. We had problems storing these, with
rodents eating the whole crop last year!

26 Red = polytunnel crops

Callaloo
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Pesky pests and
devilish diseases
Problems

Climate change has the potential to cause major
problems as far as pests and diseases are
concerned, especially when they can be spread as
crops and other plants are traded around the globe.
During Winter, the cold period helps kill off pests and
diseases so mild weather means they can survive to
have a greater impact on plants as they build up.
Warmer temperatures can also bring new problems
to areas where pest and diseases were not
common. This may well have started, because
worldwide we are already seeing a clear change in
the spread of a range of pests and diseases –
spreading north and south from warmer regions
towards the poles as the Polar Regions warm. For
example, invasive harlequin ladybirds have spread
across the globe, and there is evidence that warmer
weather helps them to fly higher and faster.

In the UK, although we have had some severe cold
periods in the last few years, before that we had a
taste of what might happen if we get a permanent
climate shift to milder Winters over all.
Warmer Winter conditions are ideal for many plant
diseases, which need prolonged cold to keep them
in check. For example, the disease Phytophthora
which causes potato blight, is a fungus-like
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organism, spread by spores that infect the soil.
Warmer Winters gave the disease a chance to
spread into areas which had been blight-free
previously, and threatened the seed potato growing
areas.
Conversely, the more cloudy summers that have
become a feature of our weather can also promote
problems, providing conditions that help moulds,
fungal diseases and the dreaded potato blight to
spread even more.

Solutions

At Windmill, we’ve been trying to deal with pest and
disease problems as they occur in ways that don’t
rely on toxic chemicals or add more greenhouse
gases to the atmosphere.
An obvious way is to make sure we don’t plant large
blocks of disease and pest-prone plants in the same
place each year. For most of our cropping areas, we
use the well-known method of crop rotation –
moving crops round each year to new spots. Our
rotation takes 4 years before the crops return to the
same bed, which should help to avoid the problems
building up, but we are working in a small area
which means some pests and diseases can easily
move between beds, so we need to use other
methods too.
Crops can be more at risk of attack if they lack
essential minerals, so we have tried to tackle this by
adding basalt rock-dust to the soil, as it has a full
spectrum of the minerals plants need, but is fairly
slow release, so it should help for a while.
For potato blight, that spreads easily, one method is
to try resistant varieties. We’ve tried the Sarpo Mira,
which is much less affected than the other varieties
during blight attacks. Another trick is to grow mainly
“earlies” (ie. varieties designed to be planted early,
which mature and reach harvestable size quickly).
These are harvested before blight normally appears
in the year. When blight struck the allotment, we also

put a lot of effort into making sure we cut off any
affected foliage to the base and put it into a hot
compost heap as soon as the signs appeared. At
that point we left the potatoes to firm underground
for a few days, and then harvested, so their skin
wasn’t affected by blight spores. We also had to be
careful not to handle the potato plants before
touching tomatoes, because the disease can
spread to them too, even in a polytunnel or
greenhouse. Garden Organic provided most of the
advice we’ve used – details in the action section.
One climate-related pest problem we’ve noticed is
that ants do very well in the dry years, but we’ve
found their numbers have remained high during the
following wetter years. Because some ants actually
“farm” aphids this can be a big problem for the
gardener, as well as having the risk of being bitten!
These “farming” ants move aphids around plants
and “milk” them for the sweet sap they suck out of
the stems and leaves, so they are definitely
problematic. We have a few little tricks we’ve used
successfully to move ants if their nest is in a bad
location. If you can dig up the main egg chamber,

the ants will usually move to where you put it next.
We’ve managed this a few times. As long as you
wear wellies and gloves, it’s quite painless! Another
method is to soak the nest, again making the ants
move house, though you have less control over
where they end up. If you see ants farming aphids,
try mixing up the soil around affected plants, as this
destroys their scent trails and
will confuse them.
At Windmill, we’ve noticed
that we have a helping hand
in controlling aphids. We
have a very healthy
population of ladybirds, but
also another less visible
helper. Tiny predatory
wasps attack aphids and
lay their eggs in them. The
aphids then turn into
incubators, until the
wasps hatch out of them and
repeat the process. You can tell this is happening if
the aphids stop moving, change colour, and you
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see some which seem fossilised, with a hole in their
backs. People pay to buy groups of these wasps to
clear out aphid infestations, so if you find this, leave
the affected leaves, and the problem may be solved
for you.
Many other minibeasts are on our side too, like
hoverflies, lacewings and their young. Again though,
you need to keep a look out for the good guys at
work, so that you don’t think they are pests too and
squash them. Ladybird and hoverfly larvae aren’t as
pretty as their parents! Have a look at the action
section to see if you can recognise them, and
section 7 has ideas for how to encourage them into
your garden. We haven’t noticed harlequin ladybirds
on site, although it can be difficult to tell, so we
might have missed them. We do have a good variety
of ladybirds though, with 7 spots the most
numerous, and 2 spot, black and yellow and orange
and cream spotted types seen. Look on the disc for
resources on how to recognise native and nonnative ladybirds.
We’ve found as well, that when we have a wet
summer, it benefits the local slug and snail
population a lot! We tried giving them a happy death
by putting slug “pubs” out – cut off bottles with beer
or cider dregs in them. These worked a bit, but we
have had to resort to other methods too (see action
section for details). When it’s as wet as it was last
year, the barriers work less well, so we did resort to
slug pellets, but these were the new ferramol ones
that only affect slugs and snails, and aren’t toxic to
anything else. In fact, they break-down to add
fertility to the soil. They should also only be
scattered thinly, which saves money!

minibeasts, with our “bee kind corners” of
wildflowers in the growing beds that attract
beneficial insects right to the crops, and we have
used herbs to mask the smell of other plants too.
Our action section shows some more of the things
we’ve tried but there are a lot more ideas out there
as well. There’s a detailed list of biological controls
here that provides lots of advice for best results
here:
https://www.rhs.org.uk/advice/profile?pid=506
And this briefing from Garden Organic gives more
ideas and information for organic approved pest and
disease control.
https://www.gardenorganic.org.uk/pests-anddiseases
Whatever you do though, don’t aim to completely
eradicate all life in the garden. It should be an
ecosystem, so you really want to reduce the
problem creatures and increase the “good” ones,
but you need both for the system to work.

Our next step in the slug wars was to put in a small
pond area, to encourage more slug and snail
guzzling frogs, toads and newts to visit the garden.
We’re also thinking of using nematodes which are
slug parasites (one of many biological controls now
on the market) although this can be expensive, and
we hope to trial coffee grounds as a barrier this
year.
We’re already encouraging other friendly
30
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Pesky pests
and devilish
diseases
Take action

When you ha
ve to take act
ion if you
discover pes
t and diseas
e
problems,
don’t reach fo
r the poisono
us chemicals
There are lots
.
of other solu
tions out
there, and th
ey will all be
better for
your health,
the health of
your garden
and the hea
lth of the pla
net.

Pest / disease

Aphids

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ants

Whiteflies
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Pest / disease

•
Slugs
and snails

Climate-friendly solution
See and squash – if you do this as soon as they
appear, it can reduce the attack. Remove badly
infested leaves.
Keep a few nettle patches around – this provides early
aphids that predators can feed on, to keep up their
numbers. These specific aphids only eat nettles, so
they don’t spread to your crops.
Move any aphid-eating insects you see to badly
infested crops.
Treat crop with parasitic wasps (you can buy them to
be sent by post). Works better in a greenhouse or
tunnel, so try covering crop with fine mesh if you can.
Feed fat to birds next to aphid-prone plants. They
will then look for the aphids to get protein.
These are mainly an indirect problem for plants, so
concentrate on ants in areas where they are biting.
Move nest. Wearing protective clothing – use a
long-handled spade to dig up egg-chamber and
remove to less problematic location. Ants will
move too.
Soak the ant-nest and they will normally move.
If aphid-farming by ants becomes a problem, dig up
soil around plants where ants are farming aphids and /
or put sticky grease around plant stems to stop them
going up.
Don’t leave badly infested crops to overwinter as
the whitefly will overwinter with them.
Sticky yellow strips work quite well, though you
need to agitate the plants to make the whiteflies
move much if you want them to be caught.
Car-vac – this does work, but you need to block
the end of the vacuum when you turn it off, to make
sure the flies don’t fly back out as a lot aren’t killed.

•

(Cabbage)
white
butterflies

Image by Rasbak sourced
from Wikipedia

Cabbage
Root Fly

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Gooseberry •
Sawfly

•

aClimate-friendly solution
Many possible solutions. Here are the ones we have
tried, but for other non-toxic ones, look here:
https://www.gardenorganic.org.uk/slugs-and-snails
Pick and squash – not favoured by many as it’s a bit
gooey, but it works. Try putting half-grapefruit rinds
out so the slugs and snails have somewhere to hide,
or look for corners or plants that they like to use.
Slug pubs – see link for how to make one.. Follow
instructions carefully to avoid killing beneficial
minibeasts.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqs4YHUr7Kg
Ferramol pellets – only toxic to slugs - scatter near
they seem to be hiding to lure away from plants.
Scatter thinly in planted beds, especially early in the
year. Many varieties now available – eg. the “Growing
Success” brand.
Cover plants with fine netting, as butterflies can fit
through small holes to lay their eggs. Check netting
for holes frequently and to make sure the plants aren’t
touching it, as butterflies can lay eggs through the
mesh.
Look on underside of leaves for eggs and wipe off.
Uncover and feed fat to birds next to plants which
have been affected. The birds will then look for
caterpillars to get protein and spot them more often
than we can.
We haven’t had any damage from this but we deepplant seedlings to promote good rooting and mound
the soil up around the plants to direct water to the
roots, both of which are measures that should reduce
problems.
Leave the fruit cage roof off until the plants are well
in leaf so birds can pick off caterpillars. Feed fat to
encourage birds in.
Check plants from April to see if any are affected –
pick and squash any eggs or caterpillars.
Weed out and rake the area under bushes in the late
Autumn to bring up over-wintering cocoons.
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Pest / disease

Carrot fly
Image by Rasbak sourced
from Wikipedia

•
•
•
•
•

Potato
and
tomato
blight

•
•
•
•
•
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Climate-friendly solution
Grow carrots in high raised beds or with screens around
the crop, as the fly moves around fairly close to the
ground, or cover with fleece or an old net curtain to stop
the fly laying eggs.
Grow early and late crops of carrots under cover so
crops not at risk when fly is most active.
Grow carrots that have been bred to be less attractive to
carrot fly, like “fly away”.
Mask the scent. Sow seed thinly so you don’t need to
thin and bruise the crop. Grow alongside smelly plants
(traditionally onions, but strong smelling herbs will also
help).
You can try Sarpo potatoes, as they are bred to resist
blight. Some aren’t impressed with the taste, though.
Otherwise, try small amounts of a wide variety of
potatoes, as some will be less affected than others, but
the disease changes, so check
http://varieties.ahdb.org.uk to see which types are
currently least affected.
Nottingham Organic Gardeners sell a huge variety of
organic potatoes by the tuber, so look out for their
potato day at the end of January http://nottinghamorganicgardeners.com
If there is lots of blight in your area, grow early or “new”
potatoes as they tend to be ready before the blight hits,
though they don’t keep over winter.
Only grow potatoes from official “clean” sources, and
dig up any potatoes you find left in the ground.
When blight hits, take off all affected leaves and stems.
Leave for a week or 2 before lifting, so blight spores
don’t transfer to the potatoes as you dig them.
Lots more clear information on dealing with blight
https://www.gardenorganic.org.uk/potato-blight
and here, where you can also register for blight forecasts
and warnings - www.blightwatch.co.uk
For tomatoes, we found growing in the polytunnel was
the best solution to avoid blight attack, but needed good
hygiene (ie. Don’t touch blighted outdoor crops and then
work in polytunnel, don’t bring in green tomatoes to
ripen in polytunnel if blight present.

Pest / disease

Mice

Cats

Pigeons

Climate-friendly solution

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Put cut nettles over newly planted peas, or try holly
leaves.
Start peas in the polytunnel, but in hanging trays to
avoid mice damage.

Garlic spray (garlic liquidized in water) will help stop
cats using beds for toileting, but needs to be
re-applied fairly often.

Cover plants with netting.
Suspend compact disks, banging cans or bottle
spinners over the plants to put pigeons off. Make
sure you change any “scarecrow” items regularly, as
the birds get used to them.
Cover newly seeded areas with suspended strings or
sticks to stop seedlings being hit.
Remember that pigeons may start to attack overwintering crops that they avoid earlier in the year, so
get ready to net these as the weather gets colder.
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Helping wildlife to cope
in a changing climate.
Wildlife is already facing a lot of changes.
Despite the extreme cold snaps of recent
winters, we’re still seeing that the growing
season is getting longer, with Spring arriving
about 2 weeks earlier than in 1900, and Autumn
turning to Winter about a week later.

A longer warm period may sound like a good thing,
but as we’ve seen, early spring or late winter can
change plant growth and animal cycles in different
ways, and the weather hasn’t been reliable with
quick unseasonal cold or hot spells as well. Adding
to that more extreme weather – floods, droughts,
freezing weather and rain falling less often but in
more intense bursts, and wildlife is under more
pressure than ever before. Because not everything
is affected equally by the unusual weather, animals
can be out of sync with the food they eat. At
Windmill we have seen butterflies emerge in
December when cold has killed the last of the
flowers, and in 2013, our robins were fooled by mild
weather and nested in January, only to lose their
eggs to extreme cold a few weeks later.

If there is a drought, plants can struggle to grow
enough to support all the animals that rely on them,
which also has a knock-on effect later in the year
on berry and seed production that birds and
animals rely on as food over the Winter. Worms in
the soil are also affected by rainfall, or the lack of it.
If the soil is damp, they will stay near the surface,
providing lots of food for animals such as birds,
badgers and foxes. But in a drought, worms tunnel
deeper to reach damp soil, so creatures that
depend on them have to find other food sources or
starve. With flash flooding from extreme rainfall
becoming more likely, burrowing creatures are at
increased risk as well.

The UK is a country with no truly wild areas, and a
very small amount of natural and semi-natural
vegetation compared to most countries. Those
natural areas are often islands with few links to
others. With all of the pressures on wildlife, we are
very aware at Windmill that gardens and allotments
like ours can often be very important corridors
giving wildlife the chance to move if conditions in
their home territories deteriorate. They can also be
36
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important in their own right as wildlife habitats, but
only if we allow and encourage those habitats to
evolve. Some growing areas are just too neat and
tidy for wildlife to have space to live and find food.
All the nectar flowers in the world won’t help if we
don’t provide over-wintering areas for the creatures
we want to attract in the summer. Climate friendly
gardeners can save personal and fossil fuel energy
by leaving some weedy areas and not strimming
their edges too carefully. It also helps to grow and
leave some plants with seed heads and pile up
dead plants and twigs to give homes to a variety of
wildlife, but there are lots of other things you can do
to help wildlife as the action section shows.

Action section

Windmill Ga
rdens is
organized to
give wildlife
plenty of spa
ce as our
map shows
you.

Here are some of the easy ways we have tried to
help wildlife at Windmill. These small changes can
make a huge difference to how much wildlife your
growing space can support.
Wild edges and corners
Even if you leave the back
of your borders or an out
of the way corner of the
garden to go a little wild,
this will help wildlife. All
kinds of insects, birds and
small animals benefit from
the cover that a wild area provides, as well as the
seeds and nesting materials it will have in it.
Hedges
A hedge provides good
cover for a range of
wildlife, and a thick hedge
can be an excellent
nesting site for birds. If
you are planting a hedge,
choose plants like hawthorn and hazel, which will
have berries and nuts to provide winter food. You
can make it more attractive to wildlife by piling dry
grass and twigs at the base of the hedge.

By doing this, you can also help yourself as a
gardener. The wilder bits will act as a home for
many beneficial insects like ladybirds and
hoverflies. If you help more of them to overwinter,
they will be on hand to start dealing with any aphids
as they appear.
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Dead hedge
An alternative to a hedge,
this makes a very quick
difference for wildlife. Just
pile up cut branches and
prunings along a fenceline. You can keep it all
together by pushing vertical stakes into the ground
alongside the fence at regular intervals to support
the cuttings. This will provide a lot of cover like a

large hedge, but instantly. You can plant hedge
plants and climbers at the base to take the place of
the dead-hedge as it breaks down, or just keep
adding fresh branches.
Fedge
A fedge is a cross between
a fence and a hedge, and
uses the amazing ability of
willow to root. Take
cuttings from a willow and either push them into
loosened soil or dig a narrow trench to bury them
in. Cutting should be at least 40cm long, and be at
least 20-30cm into the ground. Even cuttings of 2
metres or more in length will take if they are
watered well during the year, and at least the
bottom 30-60cm buried. The new growth of the
willow needs weaving into the hedge each year, or
cutting back in winter to make new cuttings for
filling in gaps in the fedge or using as garden poles.
Habitat piles
If you haven’t got much
room or want to keep most
of your garden tidy, why not
just have a small corner
where you pile dead waste material - cut branches,
twiggy weeds and rocks? The fancy name for this is
a “habitat pile” and it will save journeys to the tip as
it gradually breaks down. It will provide lots of gaps
for creatures to live in, especially if you include cut
plants with hollow stems, or old bamboo canes cut
up. The hollows are great for lace-wings, ladybirds
and some types of bees.
Minibeast hotel
If you want all of the garden
to look tidy, make a habitat
pile with a roof, to create a
“minibeast hotel”. At
Windmill, we used 2 pallets, leaned against each
other on end, to make an “alpine chalet” style roof,
and covered them with roofing felt. You don’t need
anything that large – just something to create a dry
space will do the job. Fill it with any habitat pile
material you have – sticks, rocks, bricks, straw,
empty plastic bottles etc.

Nettle patches
It’s also a good idea to
have a nettle patch. This is
surprisingly good for
butterflies. Red admiral,
comma, small tortoiseshell
and peacock butterflies all depend on nettles for
their caterpillar food plants, so if you want to
encourage them in your garden, you need nettles.
They will also act as a home to the nettle aphid,
which is a good thing! These aphids hatch early in
the Spring, giving a food boost to ladybirds and
other aphid eaters so there are plenty of predators
to clear up aphids that come out later on crops.
Wildflower meadow
Wildflowers benefit all
kinds of insects, birds and
animals, as well as looking
wonderful. They are often
scarce because of overly
tidy gardens and frequent mowing of public open
space, so we can help a lot by making even a small
patch. There are 2 kinds of meadow – annual and
perennial. The annual meadow has the kind of wild
flowers usually seen in cornfields – poppies,
cornflowers, corn marigold etc. and is very showy.
If you want that look each year, you need to first
create an area of bare soil, seed it in spring and
then each autumn clear the area and rake the bed,
once the plants have seeded.
A perennial meadow is the true meadow with plants
that re-grow from their roots each year. It can be
grown from seed or from plug plants, but it helps if
you reduce the fertility of the soil by taking off the
top layer, as wildflowers do better in poor soils.
Local wildflower seed and more advice is available
from Naturescape - www.naturescape.co.uk
Bird feeders – and other
garden designs provide
feed
Supplementary feeding
can be the difference
between life and death for
birds during extreme weather events. We have bird
feeders that we top up regularly with RSPB
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approved wild-bird seed, but we also help the birds
and other seed eaters to feed by leaving long-grass
areas over Winter, and other plants with edible
seeds, nuts and berries. Food can be hung up in
trees, or fat rubbed into the bark. Fallen fruit such
as apples and pears can help encourage blackbirds
and thrushes. Our wild areas also provide food for
lots of insects, which then feed larger wildlife.
Herb plants
If you want to keep a tidy
garden, it’s worth leaving
your herb patch standing
over Winter to provide
some cover for wildlife. It
will also attract beneficial insects with nectar in the
Summer.
Animal homes
As well as managing the
allotment to help make
natural homes for wildlife,
we also have some special
features aimed at specific
creatures. Have a look at our “how to” section for
more details of our bird boxes and other bird
nesting areas, bat boxes, hedgehog house and frog
pots.

rocks or logs to allow wildlife to climb back out of
the water, so the pond doesn’t become a wildlife
drowning pool. See our “how to” sheet for more
tips.
Bee-kind corners
Although we aim not to have
too many weeds in our
growing beds, we do make
an exception for shallow
rooted plants that we know
are good for bees and other beneficial insects.
When we find the seedlings as we weed, we dig
them up and transfer them to the corners of the
beds. This means that wildlife is attracted to the
beds, and ensures that we don’t have any “wildlife
desert” areas on site.
Stumpery
The Victorians liked
stumperies. These are simply
an arrangement of stumps,
laid out to look attractive,
especially as they rot and
grow interesting funghi. This makes them a great
feature for wildlife too.

Wildlife-friendly growing
techniques
We don’t deep-dig our
plots, as this kills a lot of
soil life, and reduces the
number of earthworms in the soil. We really want to
encourage worms, as they keep the soil in good
condition, so we also deep mulch and add lots of
compost to the beds which helps worms to thrive.
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Wildlife pond
Ponds really help wildlife in
a garden, and like the one
at Windmill, they don’t need
to be large. Even a few
buckets sunk into the
ground, or a barrel with water in it will attract wildlife
– but just be sure that any water at ground level has
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Wild edges
and corners

Wildlife at Windmill gardens

Wildlife pond

Windmill Gardens is organized to give wildlife
plenty of space as our map shows you.

Frog pots
Bird boxes
and other
bird homes

Bee-kind corners
Bat boxes

Stumpery

Herb plants

Nettle patches

Minibeast hotel
Live hedges
Bee-kind corners

Fedge

Wildflower
meadow
Bird
feeders
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Dead hedges

Fallen
fruit
Habitat piles
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Gardening with a
smaller carbon footprint
Gardening can be the ultimate “green” activity,
but the increasing number of gardening
“gadgets” and wide variety of other things we
are encouraged to put in our gardens or on our
soil, mean that it can also use up a surprising
amount of fossil fuels.

The Climate Friendly Gardeners project has helped
us at Windmill to make a big effort to reduce our
use of fossil fuel energy on site, and to look for
renewable fuel sources and different ways of doing
jobs. It has been really interesting. We found that a
lot of the things touted as “labour saving” were
actually not any quicker than using hand tools,
which surprised us. Where they do take more
energy, we think that can be a bonus – many of our
volunteers start gardening because they want to get
fitter. We think it’s far better to get exercise doing
something useful than using a “labour saving
device” then having to go to a gym to keep fit! We
also realised that there is one other major benefit
from our approach – gardening without all the
powered machinery is much quieter! Apart from the
nicer atmosphere, with more gardeners now
keeping bees, this can be a big plus, as they can
react badly to the noise from tools like strimmers.
We also think that power tools are more dangerous.
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varnished wood may release toxic chemicals if they
are burned, so we are careful to avoid this
happening. Some treated wood contains toxic
heavy-metals, so this would also stop us being able
to use our fire ash for the compost heap and soft
fruit.

One piece of kit that everyone wants to try is our
scythe. This is an Austrian design, much lighter and
shorter than old-fashioned British designs. It is
brilliant at cutting wet or damp grass and light
brush, as well as dry cutting, and we think it’s at
least as fast as a strimmer. We also use a variety of
pruning saws and bow saws to cut down trees for
firewood and maintain hedges. These may take a
little longer than using a chainsaw, but we still save
time by not having to get re-dressed in Kevlararmoured clothing and not having to re-fuel. We can
also use our pole-mounted saw to do pruning high
up in trees which is really useful. It allows us to saw
from a distance, and as it is very light, we can easily
cut in safety.

An old-fashioned push
lawn-mower is used for the small area of
lawn and grass path in the orchard. Its design really
hasn’t changed much since Victorian times when
the lawnmower was invented, but it works really
well and it’s so much quieter than a powered
mower. We are also a big fan of the humble rake.
We reckon it is just as easy to use as a leaf-blower,
and vastly cheaper.
Another area where we have saved on fossil fuels is
cooking. We have built a clay oven, and we also
use Kelly kettles and a rocket stove which all use
only wood coppiced from our own site. The
coppiced stumps grow multiple new stems each
year which we can harvest for fuel as well, so we
know the fuel is totally renewable. We also make
our own fire-lighting kit from dried mint stems,
which we’ve found burn beautifully once they have
been hung up in the polytunnel for a while. Despite
wanting to recycle and reuse, there are also things
that we would never burn. Plastic, tyres or treated/

If the weather is sunny,
we don’t waste fuel on
heating our water for
washing up, and
instead, use a black
waterproof bag called
a “camp shower” to
do the job. It works
really well, especially
if you shake it a little
every now and then
to mix the water it
heats most on the
top surface.
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Since we don’t have electricity, we don’t have a
conventional fridge, but we have a wonderful
system using 2 clay pots with a thin-layer of wet
sand in between them. The water soaks into the
outer pot and then evaporates, which cools the pot
down very effectively, meaning we can keep our
milk cool even in hot weather.
We also barbeque, and have found that the locally
produced charcoal from the Notts Wildlife Trust is
excellent. This is sustainably produced from local
coppiced woodland, unlike imported charcoal and
briquettes which can be produced in areas where
native forest is being destroyed. Briquettes are also
full of additives, so you can’t add the remains to the
compost heap after use, unlike the local alternative
which is actually a soil conditioner. We are
impressed by how easy the real charcoal is to light
(only 20 minutes and it’s ready to cook on!), and we
reckon the slightly higher cost is probably paid for
in savings on fire-lighter fuel. We know that gasbarbeques are likely to be less polluting to the local
air, and use less energy per cooking session, but
we think that ignores the extra energy and pollution
from creating them, and to bottle the gas in the first
place.
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An area, which may surprise you, where we save
energy in the allotment is by avoiding artificial
fertilisers. Artificial fertiliser containing Nitrogen (N),
Phosphorous (P) or Potassium (K) takes a lot of
energy to make - 5% of the world’s natural gas
goes into making Nitrogen fertiliser for example.
Find out more - www.the-compostgardener.com/haber-process.html There is an
added problem, as the quick-release of plant-food
kills vital soil life and bacteria, as well as polluting
streams, rivers and even the sea, if it is washed off

by rain, so we try to avoid it. Instead, we’ve used
slow-release fertilisers like manure from riding
stables and local municipal compost, as well as
some blood, fish and bone and quarry dust for
minerals – making waste products into a useful
resource, which is what nature intended, after all!.
The Climate Friendly Gardeners project also
showed us that we need to avoid peat – which is
often used as an ingredient in compost. However,
peat extraction is very damaging to the
environment, because the peat is mined away
completely and every metre taken away took 1000

years to form. The surface plants are stripped off
and the drainage is damaged, which destroys the
whole ecosystem that depends on the peat.
Leaving peat in place also helps in the fight against
climate change because there is twice as much
carbon in peat worldwide as there is in all the
world’s forests combined. Carbon that has been
locked away for thousands of years is suddenly let
out into the air as the peat is dug out, adding to
climate change emissions, even more if the peat
itself is burned. Find out more about this here:
https://www.wetlands.org/ourapproach/peatland-treasures/climate-mitigationand-adaptation/
Using peat-free potting compost avoids adding to
these problems, and it’s getting much easier to find
in garden centres now. Alternatives to peat-based
composts often make use of waste materials too,
like wood chips and coconut husks, and have
benefits because they are easier to re-wet if they
dry out, compared to peat. Have a look at our
composting section for more information in making
your own compost as well.
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Gardening with
a smaller
carbon footprint
Take Action

High Energy

Greener Alternative

Strimmer

Scythe – Austrian scythe with ergonomic grip
and height adjustment. Great for mowing long
grass and light brush.
www.thescytheshop.co.uk

Strimmer

Sickle – vintage sickle / hook that has been
donated by a volunteer. Good for cutting around
plants you want to keep. Sold in lots of garden
centres. Be aware that some designs are left or
right handed.
www.thescytheshop.co.uk

Strimmer

Shears. Good for cutting around our pot area.
It’s worth spending a little more to get a good
quality pair. We found some cheap shears didn’t
cut well.

Chainsaw

Pruning saws and bow saws. Available in most
garden centres. We have found that Silky saws
stay sharp and are hard wearing, but there are
lots of other good brands.

Lawnmower

Push-powered cylinder mower – donated by a
volunteer, but still available to buy in garden
centres, B&Q etc, and lots of second-hand
bargains.

Leaf-blower / vacuum
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We reckon th
at lowenergy gard
ening is the
way to go –
it will save
you money a
s well as
helping the e
nvironment
and reducin
g your
carbon footp
rint.

Spring-tine Rake – cost ~ £6 and lasting well.

High Energy

Greener Alternative

Imported barbeque
charcoal briquettes

Locally-produced lumpwood charcoal from
Notts Wildlife Trust (sold at Attenborough Nature
Reserve). A really great product – very easy to
light and little smoke.

Gas-bottle stove

Kelly kettle / storm kettle – boils water in about 3
minutes with just a few twigs.
www.kellykettle.com
https://www.ghillie-kettle.co.uk

Gas-bottle stove

Home-made rocket stove using scrap. How-to
guide to making one here:
http://www.instructables.com/id/RocketStove-2-3/

Artificial fertiliser

Municipal compost, slow-release fertilisers like
manure from riding stables and local municipal
compost, as well as some blood, fish and bone
and quarry dust for minerals – making waste
products into a useful resource, which is what
nature intended, after all!.

Soil Conditioner

Collect fallen leaves to make leaf mould. Just
leave in a bag with holes for a few years then
add as a mulch. Improves all types of soil.

Peat-based compost

Peat-free compost - all good garden centres
now stock various brands. We’ve had good
results from “New Horizon” and “Vital Earth”
multipurpose composts.
The Ethical Consumer has tested a variety of
brands to see how they perform. See the results
here http://www.ethicalconsumer.org/buyersguide
s/homegarden/peat-freecompost.aspx

Garden plastics

Reuse instead of buying new. We reuse most of
our plastic pots, and make use of food pots as
well. NB. Never get rid of plastics by burning
them.
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Eating what
we grow

Food can travel long distances, having a
negative impact on the environment due to
pollution from the fuel used to transport it.
In the UK, the food we buy travels a shocking
30 billion km each year to get to our shelves! It
can be argued that we have to import some
produce, but even things we think of as “locally
produced” can come from a long way away. Apples
and onions, for example, may be flown in from as
far as New Zealand. Even foods which claim to be
British can travel long distances from the field, to
the packaging plant, distribution centre and to the
supermarket shelf.

However, it is not just where food comes from
which can have an impact on the environment.
The way we cook food can actually use more
energy and produce more carbon dioxide than
transporting it to us. Because we can usually just
flick a switch or turn a knob and get instant heat,
we tend to cook in a way that wastes a lot of
energy. Our project helps to make us think about
this because we don’t have electricity or gas on
site.
It really concentrates the mind
when every bit of cooking
energy you use has to be
sourced and planned
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At the Clima
te Friendly G
ardeners
Project, one
of the things
we have
enjoyed the
most is cook
ing and
eating what
we grow,
especially w
hen we can
help
others to lea
rn new cook
ing
skills and to
enjoy foods
they
haven’t tried
before. But w
hilst we are
are very awa
cooking, we
re of the clim
a
te
ch
a
n
ging potentia
what we are
l of
doing and ho
w we do it.
for. It also means we are having to re-learn old ways
of cooking. Our clay oven is really very similar to
what was being used in medieval times, and using
it well involved a lot of experimenting with how
much wood to burn and how long to heat it up for.
If we get it right, we can cook lots of different
dishes with the stored heat from the oven.
Early on, we decided that we would aim to use
renewable fuels for as much of our cooking as
possible. The site had overgrown hedges, and a lot
of willow, so we are cutting this back a little at a
time. We haven’t had to import any fuel wood yet,
and aim to remain self-sufficient as the coppiced
wood grows back and we can re-cut. We use quite
a bit of it in a clay oven that we have made, which
we make bread, pizzas and pastries in. We also
have a rocket stove and a Kelly kettle, which help
us to burn very little wood to cook or heat water
compared to a normal fire. However, we do still
cheat sometimes with bottled gas stoves, so we
haven’t quite achieved our long-term aim yet.

Even then, we use foil-lined heat-retaining boxes to
reduce the heating time, and short-cook techniques
which you can try for yourself.
We try to cook using as much of our own food as we
can, and to also source what we bring in carefully to
reduce the miles it has travelled, even when we are
making dishes from other countries. Part of that is
planning what and when you plant so you have the
right things ripe and ready to make the food you like.
We have one project with a local school where we carry
a recipe from planting right through to harvest. Pupils
plant as many of the ingredients as possible, and work
to help them grow. In the Autumn term, the next year of
pupils come in to use the ingredients to create a dish
which they eat on site, and then start the planting cycle
again.
“Harvest, Cook and Eats” are a big part of our work, as
they help people to learn new skills, sometimes
cooking fresh food for the first time. Often this makes
the difference between a food being tried or not,
especially if it’s a bit unusual. Because Nottingham has
a wonderfully diverse community, we’ve also been able
to tap into the knowledge of cooks from places as far
afield as India, Jamaica, Somalia and China. They have
helped us to make more interesting use of our harvests
and understand how to use some of the new crops
we’ve been growing.
We try to use as much food in season as we can, and
also to show how to preserve it in jams and chutneys.
Getting the people of Nottingham to eat pumpkins and
squashes has become a bit of a crusade for the
project, as we found that few people making pumpkin
lanterns know what to
do to cook the flesh
they scrape out, so it is
a massive area of
waste. One of our
proudest moments
was having a group of
children demanding
bags of pumpkin to
take home
to cook!
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Eating what we grow
Take action

Ideas to green the way you shop, eat and
cook – and save energy and money.

At Home:

•
•
•
•
•

•
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When cooking on a hob, always put a lid on
pans to save energy. This traps in heat which
would otherwise be wasted. Using a lid will help
reduce cooking times and energy bills at the
same time
Use the right sized ring so that the heat is under
the pan. Avoid using a ring larger than the base
of the pot or letting gas flames come up around
the sides of the pan, as this wastes heat
Try cutting up vegetables small to help them
cook more quickly
If using an electric cooker, the hob will stay hot
for a while after the electricity has been turned
off, so experiment with turning off before the
end of the cooking time
Short cooking of dishes will often work as well
as keeping the heat on. Try bringing rice to the
boil with the lid on, then turning off the pan,
taking it off the heat and leaving it to cook for 15
minutes in the remaining heat. The same works
for boiled eggs and thin pasta. If your kitchen is
cold, take it off the stove and wrap it up. (For
brown rice, boil it for around 5-10 minutes
before doing this).
An even better way for food that needs a longer
cooking time is to make a hay box – have a look
here for a “How to” guide
www.instructables.com/id/hay-box-cooker/

•
•
•
•

Some foods such as jacket potatoes will cook a
lot quicker in a microwave, using a lot less
energy than a conventional oven, (though they
are also a great shape to slot in alongside
another dish that’s cooking in the oven!)
Pressure cookers are also great energy savers. If
you do need to use a conventional oven, make
the most of the heat by cooking lots of food at
once. For example, you could batch cook food
for several day’s worth of meals
Resist opening the oven during cooking, as this
can waste a lot of heat
An electric oven will keep its heat for a while, so
try turning it off 10 minutes before the end of the
cooking time.

When you grow your own food

Allotments at harvest time are full of people trying
to get rid of produce they don’t need! This will
always happen, but if you plan ahead, it is less of a
problem. First and most importantly, grow what you
like to eat. This may sound too obvious, but we
have found that a lot of people really don’t do this!
The biggest problem is people not thinking through
how much of each thing they actually need to grow.
We think it helps to work out how much of a crop
you are likely to eat each week, before you sow the
whole packet of seeds. Why not look through
recipes you like at the beginning of the growing
season and think about which of the ingredients
you could grow? If you are doing that, don’t forget
the herbs. They are easy to grow, save you lots of
money and can be the difference between an ok
dish and something amazing.

You’ll find lots more tips for energy saving in the
kitchen here:
https://www.uswitch.com/energysaving/guides/energy-efficient-cooking/
If you fancy cooking outside, you might like to
make your own
rocket stove like we
did. These are great
because the stove
has a very small fire in
an insulated space, so
all the heat is focussed
on your cooking pot. It
burns very efficiently
too, so it makes very
little smoke, and has a
top shield to keep the
wind off and the heat in. It is now quite difficult to
get cans of the type we used, but there is a great
“how to” guide for a smaller version here:
http://www.instructables.com/id/Under-20Rocket-StoveHeater/

For things that don’t keep, try to sow a little each
week so you don’t end up with 200 lettuces all
coming ready at the same time! If you can’t use all
your crop and your neighbours have had enough
too, do think about offering it to local community
groups or food banks – far better than putting it on
the compost heap!
Another thing which helps with gluts is to jam,
pickle, juice or freeze the produce. We were
surprised to find that when people start to grow
their own food, preservation, and how to store the
crop, is often overlooked. We hope that some of our
recipes will be useful to give more advice, but it is a
book in itself, so here are a few other sources of
information to help you.
www.allotment-garden.org/food/ - a

comprehensive guide to many different storage and
preserving methods, including recipes.
http://www.homepreservingbible.com - a good
American site, with lots of ideas and recipes.

When shopping for food

When you can’t grow your own, try to buy locally
sourced produce. The Nottingham Food Assembly
can make it easy to buy from local producers https://foodassembly.com/en/assemblies/7809 l
or look for your nearest Farmer’s Market www.informationbritain.co.uk/typestowns.cfm?county=12&type=
Farmers%20Market Excellent article on improving
soil to maximise water-holding capacity and reduce
need for artificial inputs http://ecofarmingdaily.com/soil-restoration-5core-principles/. It’s also worth reading the labels
in the supermarket, as local food often sits next to
the same product from the other side of the world,
which apart from the extra food miles, may need
extra pesticides, fungicides and other treatments
that keep the food fresh as it is moved about.
Packaged food is also likely to have done more
miles than loose, as it often gets sent to separate
packing plants.
You can also look out for your local community
growing space, where you can often buy fresh
produce, or even get is for free if you volunteer your
labour.
The Notts Nosh Map of
Community Allotments and
Gardens will help you locate
the nearest one
- http://goo.gl/maps/0trgo
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A climate friendly garden is a
low waste / high reuse garden
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We want to do this because reusing materials is
often better for the environment than using
newly made ones.
It leads to less pollution, and saves energy, as well
as reducing the amount of waste we send to wastetips. We know that oil and petrol will keep getting
more expensive as the easiest to reach sources of it
are mostly used up and their products (like plastics)
will become more scarce and expensive as they run
out, so we need to use them wisely. And of course,
the more we use these fossil fuels, the more we
contribute to climate change. As climate-friendly
gardeners, we definitely want to avoid that!
At Windmill Community Gardens, reusing is
particularly important as we need to conserve
resources, and we want to show people techniques
and ideas that they can afford to use themselves.
Composting is a very important part of this. We
know that when we reuse and recycle the waste
plants and weeds from the allotment, it is really
good for the soil, and of course, it saves us money
too! It’s also a great way to be “climate friendly”
because it helps the soil to retain water in dry
weather, and can be used to warm it up in cold
weather. We don’t make enough compost at the
moment, so we do get municipal compost in –
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which comes from all the compost waste that is
made from Nottingham sources. We even have a
composting toilet. This has worked really well. It
doesn’t smell at all, and we haven’t had to empty it
in 3 years. Our visitors find it fascinating, especially
the children! The compost from the loo breaks
down to something that is very clean and looks
rather like soil. It will eventually be used on fruit
trees and bushes, but never on crops grown in the
soil, as this makes doubly sure there is no danger of
human diseases being passed on.
We also reuse lots of other people’s waste to make
things we need. Sometimes we are given it - lots of
kind folk give us plant pots when they have them
left over, for example, so we have never needed to
buy any ourselves. Sometimes we borrow good
ideas from other people. This map shows you some
of the things we’ve given a new life to on the
allotment. Have a look in the action section for how
we used them.
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Reuse at Windmill gardens

Reused bricks
for clay oven

Hub cap flowers

At Windmill we aim to meet our needs by reusing
other people's waste as much as we can.

Old tyres
as planters
Water pipe cloche

Bicycle
wheel trellis
Tin can
scarecrow

Reused pallets
for ‘mini- beast
hotel’
Reused plastic barrels
and waterbutts

Plastic bottle
hand washing

Bottle beds

Builders bag beds

The primrose suite
Traffic cones

Shipping container shed

Plastic bottle screen

Composting toilet
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Low waste/high reuse
Compost

Many compost heaps on site, from
purpose built “daleks”, to old builder’s
bags filled with compost.

Composting
toilet

This composts “human manure” into a
soil improver we can use on the orchard
trees. Ours is a self-build from a kit
supplied by Natsol – www.natsol.co.uk

Plant pots

We wash and reuse pots for most planting.
We also use them for craft – they make
great bees and “pot people”.

Bottle beds

Tie a lot of water-filled bottles together in
a circle with a gap in the middle, fill it with
compost and it makes a bed. See
“Making the Most of Climate Change,
personal action ideas” for details.

“The primrose
suite”

Pretty much anything that can hold soil
and has drainage holes can be a planter,
so this sink and toilet set works well for us.

Reused plastic
barrels as planters
and water butts
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Plastic barrels are used for bulk-transport
of all kinds of things for factories, and
often can’t be reused on site. We think
they make great water-buts if they don’t
leak, but if they do, we use them for big
planters.

Old chip-oil cans

We used these to make our rocket stove
It is a great way to heat food using as
little fuel as possible.

Bicycle-wheel
trellis

When old bike wheels get beyond use,
they are still strong enough to tie together
in structures like our trellis. Even better,
we can use the old inner-tubes to tie
them to their supports!

Shipping
container shed

Our shed used to be a container, and was
then made into a site office, before
coming to us, so it has been reused
twice.

Reused bricks

We spent a year collecting enough old,
solid house bricks to make the plinth for
our clay oven. In the end, we got more
than we needed, so we use spare ones as
weights to keep down crop-protection
netting.

Plastic bottle
hand-washing
station

Using a design from the wonderful “Send
a Cow” charity www.sendacow.org.uk
we created 2 hand-washing stations that
can be operated by a simple foot peddle
to make a no-touch hand wash.
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Low waste/high reuse
Plastic bottle
cloches

Plastic bottle
watering devices

Plastic bottle
self-watering pots
Second-hand
push lawn-mower
Plastic bottle
“watering cans”
Municipal
compost
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5 litre drink bottles make great plantprotection cloches if the base is cut off.
Smaller bottles can also be used too.

We use 2 litre bottles full of water as slow
watering devices. It just requires a small
hole in the lid and a pin-hole in the base
of the bottle.

If the top is cut off a bottle and placed
upside down in the base it makes a small
planter. Filling the base with water, and
running a string from this through a hole in
the lid makes the pot self-watering.
The mower came to us as a gift. It’s
elderly, but still works really well.

If you make small holes in the base of a
bottle, then dip it underwater, it will act
like a watering can when you lift it out.
These are great for small children to use.

This reuses compostable waste that is
collected from Nottingham homes.

Hub-cap flowers

Having collected old hubcaps for several
years, we painted them and attached
them to the fence to make an all-yearround coloured flower collection. Old
broken hose-pipe was used for stems
and leaves.

Pallets for
minibeast hotel

Old pallets can be used for many different
things in a garden. We used them as the
roof for an “alpine chalet” style minibeast
hotel.

Compost bags as
hanging-basket
liners

A liner for a hanging basket essentially just
needs to stop it losing water too fast, so
we use old compost bags with a few holes
in for drainage. They seem to work quite
well.

Old tyres as
planters
Old tyres as
plant protection
Off-cuts of
water pipe

We’ve used old tyres for several different
planting systems now. They have been
pretty successful.

When planting our pumpkins, courgettes
and squashes, we surround each of them
with a tyre laid on the ground to keep the
wind off them and help keep them warmer.

These flexible pipes are bent and both
ends pushed into the ground to make
cloche and netting supports.
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Low waste/high reuse
Traffic cones

Old boots

Chicken wire
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Having had 2 broken cones thrown over
the fence, we used one to make a
strawberry planter (with holes cut in the
sides), and another upside-down to make
a hanging basket.

We found 3 pairs of spare boots had gone
mouldy, so now they are used as pathedging planters in the sensory garden.

We were gifted some used wire, so we
used it to create a leaf mould basket
shaped like a snail!

Old tyres
as heaters

We filled tyres with a mix of damp wood
chip and shredded leaves to create a
winter warming effect. As the mix begins
to rot, it heats up, so we can use that
warmth to increase the polytunnel
temperature.

Tin can
scarecrow

We had quite a few tin cans, so we made
them into a great scarecrow that actually
worked because it made sudden clanging
noises!

A climate friendly garden is a
low waste/high reuse garden
Action Section

Here are som
e top tips to
help you rec
ycle and
reuse more.
We think
they are gre
at, because
they save m
oney as well
as saving po
llution.

Composting

This really is a no-brainer for a gardener, and
can be really easy and cheap. It also saves
space in your bin – almost 40% of household
waste is compostable. We have lots of different
composters on site, so we hope that one of the
systems we use will work for you.
You might think you at least need to get a “dalek”
composter, but really, any pile of dead weeds and
plant remains will rot, so it’s not necessary. It does
help if you can make quite a large pile, so that it has
a chance to build up some heat to cook weed
seeds and kill diseases, but even that isn’t foolproof, so don’t worry, just pile up the waste and let
nature do its stuff. At Windmill, our “cheap and
cheerful” composting is done in old builder’s bags.
We have several of them around the garden,
because it saves us making lots of trips to the main
compost bins. These seem to work fairly well, but
do best if they can be covered with a bit of plastic
or old carpet over the winter so they don’t get too
wet. The ideal wetness of compost is like a wrungout flannel.
We also have some dalek composters Fred, Freda
and Weedy. These just sit at the side of the
polytunnel and quietly do their thing. We did find
that some daleks need a few extra holes to improve
the air-flow around the compost though. The other
problem is that when a dalek gets full, it can be a
bit fiddly getting the compost out of the little door in

the base. We also have 3 compost bins made from
wood. The easiest way to make these is to tie 4
pallets together to make a square based open box.
This can be filled from above, and then covered
with something to keep the rain off over winter.
Finally, we have a tumbling composter. This is very
useful for gardeners without much space, as
turning it aerates the contents so it composts very
quickly, and is easy to insulate over the winter to
ensure that composting doesn’t slow down too
much. We aim to turn it at least once a week, and
we like the design, which is a little like a drum lying
on its side and fairly easy to turn.

What to put in it

The ideal compost has a 50:50 mix (by volume) of
wet and dry materials added to it in layers rather
than in one large mass, so it will not develop wet
and dry spots. In an allotment, that’s sometimes
more difficult to do than in a home-garden compost
heap, but we try. Any really large plant material gets
cut up or bashed with a spade or hammer to help it
break down more quickly, as we don’t have a
shredder.
The main things we put in are young weeds,
disease-free plants we have cleared, grass
clippings, vegetable scraps, hay and straw along
with shredded paper and card. If weeds have
seeded or have the kind of roots that regrow, (like
dock or couch grass) we either leave these to dry in
the sun or the polytunnel then add them once they
are dried to a crisp, drown them in a water barrel to
make compost tea or in Summer, put them in a
heap under a black pond liner which creates such a
hot layer underneath that they are cooked. If we
end up with too many to deal with at once, we have
a “quarantine” area to compost them in. We also
add a thin layer of soil to help the composting get
going. However, there are a lot more things that you
can compost, and some things that you should only
add in small amounts. It would be a pack on its
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own to go into detail, but fortunately the wonderful
folk at “Compost This” have already provided a
comprehensive guide - www.compostthis.co.uk
The general rule though is – no cooked food,
especially with fats in it, no cat and dog faeces, and
no large amounts of one single thing in one go. With
slow rotting things like leaves, we have a leaf-mould
area of builder’s bags, though we do also make
leaf-filled sculptures, like our lovely snail.

potatoes, which worked surprisingly well, and it’s
brilliant for growing big pumpkins in, though it helps
to add an area of soil to plant the seedling in. If you
run out of room in your compost bin as things slow
down in the Autumn, you could make a bean trench
– burying fresh or partly rotted compost where you
plan to put your beans in the following growing
season. Just dig down about 60cm, add a thick
layer of the stuff and cover with soil. You can
gradually fill the trench or do it in one go.
The composting process will warm the soil and the
heap will soon flatten down ready for planting the
beans in late Spring.

Recycling and reuse

Many allotment gardeners are happy to “make do
and mend”, but we find that some people feel that
only “shop bought” is appropriate for their garden.
We hope to change that view, and that the things
we have done at Windmill look pretty good, even
where we are reusing and recycling to meet our
needs. Have a look at some of our “how to” guides
to see how you can use the ideas yourself, but
once you get into the idea of reusing, we suspect
you will think of all kinds of great ideas yourself.
You can also find lots more ideas on this Pinterest
page which we hope to put into practice in future –
www.tinyurl.com/qgow3fo

How to use the compost

This might seem an odd thing to include, but we
find that it’s a question we get asked quite often.
Compost is great for your soil, helping it to retain
moisture when it is dry or the soil is sandy and also
helping plants to root better if the soil is heavy with
clay.
We add compost before we plant, digging it into the
soil. We also use it as a mulch, putting it on top of
the soil to add nutrients and keep moisture in. It’s
also possible to grow straight into compost heaps,
though not all plants can cope. We’ve tried it with
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Our other rule is to choose re-useable and
mendable items over disposables as much as
possible. We find this fairly easy to do, though it
sometimes means things cost a little more to begin
with. We have saved a huge amount of waste by
using washable crockery and cups. With tools, it’s
really important not to be swayed by the cheap and
cheerful if it’s not up to the job. We’ve been stung
ourselves by what we ended up calling “tool like
objects”, which fell apart on the first use. Make sure
you test to check that trowels and forks aren’t
easily bent, secateurs cut well and tool handles are
well attached. In use it helps to clean tools and
wipe them with an oily rag after use, and to keep
a sharpening kit to make sure cutting blades
work well.

Compost Troubleshooting

Problem

Solution

Nothing seems
to be happening

Too dry – add water until it is wet but not soaking (like a wrung out
flannel). Maybe lacks oxygen – try pushing a stick into the pile to make
holes or turning the heap. If using a dalek bin, try making holes round
the top and the base. Adding a little soil will add bacteria and beasties
that help the rotting. Wetting can be done with dilute urine – 20:1 water
to urine to speed up composting.

Compost smells
foul and is
dripping when
lifted

Too wet – cover with something waterproof and / or add more dry
material and turn to mix the heap.

Everything in the
top of the bin is
wet and slimy.

Too much wet stuff in one layer – usually kitchen scraps or grass. Add
dry stuff to the scraps bin (like uncoloured cardboard or straw). Let
some, or all of the grass dry a bit before adding it or use as a mulch on
the border (if not full of weed seeds).

Lots of fruit flies

Too many kitchen scraps on top of the heap – cover with straw or a
layer of soil when you add them.

Ants!

Wasps/Bumble
Bees

Too dry – water the heap and they will probably move.

It’s ok to just leave them to get on with helping in the garden. Don’t try
to kill them with poisons. It’s bad for the environment, dangerous for
you and you won’t be able to use the compost. If you have to move
them, call environmental health at the council. They don’t usually come
back the following year, as we found with a bumble-bee nest in one of
our own compost bins.
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The Climate
Friendly
Gardeners Project
We started in 2010. Since then,
we have been modelling good
environmental practice on our home
site, Windmill Community Gardens at
Bobber’s Mill in Nottingham. We have
trialled a wide variety of ideas and
techniques, and learned a lot of
lessons ourselves along the way. In
the resource pack on this disk, we aim
to share what we've learned with you.

"This pack has been created thanks to the hard work
of all the volunteers at Windmill Community Gardens,
and of those working to provide office support for the
project."

